Mental Health Interagency Coalition:
Forest, Oneida, and Vilas Counties
Tuesday, November 4, 2014
No teleconference capability for meeting today
St. Mary’s Hospital, Lower Level, Conf. Room 1,
Chairperson: ANDREA STEFONEK, Co-Chair: LAURA ROZGA
(agenda subject to change)

AGENDA

11:30  Introductions

11:40 – 11:50  Presentation:  Title: Tobacco and Our Youth
                Presenters: Corie Zelazoski and Marta Koelling

11:50 to 12:10  New Business:
                1. Logo for MHIAC
                2. New press release format

12:10- 12:40  Subcommittee Status Updates note: approximate
               time available each topic is 10 minutes
                Suicide Awareness/QPR (Nancy, Heidi): Man Therapy
                Suicide Prevention/Walk 2015 (Katie):
                Data Collection Group (Char/Andrea):

Collaboration/representation (listed here for member convenience, may not have time to speak
about these items)
                1. All members: Membership drive update
                2. AODA  (Karen/Andrea): Collaboration on marketing both
                      Groups
                3. NAMI (Andrea):
                4. AHEC (Gail):
                5. Schools (Char,Pam,anyone?):

12:40-12:45  Closing comments

Note: There is a CST Committee meeting today at 1:00.